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Abstract
Parsing Expression Grammar (PEG) is extended to handle left recursion, and under speciﬁed
conditions becomes a correct parser for left-recursive grammars in Backus-Naur Form (BNF).
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Introduction

The idea of recursive-descent parsing can be traced back to Lucas [9] who suggested it for grammars later
known as Backus-Naur Form (BNF). A recursive-descent parser consists of procedures that correspond
to syntax rules. The procedures call each other recursively, each being responsible for recognizing input
strings deﬁned by its rule.
Procedures corresponding to certain syntax rules must decide which procedure to call next. This is
easily solved by a class of languages that have the so-called LL(1) property: the decision can be made
by looking at the next input symbol. When this is not possible, one can use brute force: trial-and-error.
It means trying the alternatives one after another and backtracking after a failure. Making full search
can require exponential time, so a possible option is limited backtracking: never return after a partial
success. This approach has been used in actual parsers [4, 10] and is described in [1–3, 8]. It has been
eventually formalized by Ford [6] under the name of Parsing Expression Grammar (PEG). PEG parsers
can work in linear time by using the technique of ”packrat parsing” [5].
The recursive-descent method, including its PEG version, encounters another problem: left-recursion.
A procedure corresponding to left-recursive rule calls itself indeﬁnitely on the same input. There is a
strong bias towards using this pattern in the deﬁnition of programming languages, which prevents the
use of PEG for them. Converting left recursion to iteration is possible, but is tedious, error-prone, and
obscures the spirit of the grammar. Several ways of extending PEG to handle left recursion have been
suggested [12, 15, 16]. They have their roots in the packrat technology. One repeatedly probes the input,
gradually increasing the recursion depth. In this way one builds the recursive path by repeatedly starting
at the top.
This paper suggests another procedure, one that reconstructs the path by proceeding upwards. It is
called ”recursive ascent”, and may have something in common with that outlined in [7].
We consider a grammar in Backus-Naur Form and start by giving an informal description of our process.
Then we show how the process can be implemented by a PEG that, under the usual conditions, is no
longer left-recursive.
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Basic concepts

We consider grammar G that is a version of BNF grammar over alphabet Σ. It is a set of named
expressions deﬁned by rules of the form A → e where e is an expression and A is its name. An expression
is one of these:
– a ∈ Σ (”terminal”),
– e1 . . . en with n > 1 (”sequence”),
– e1 | . . . |en with n ≥ 1 (”choice”),
where each of ei is either an expresion or expression name. The rule states that A is synonymous with
the expression e. The set of all expressions is denoted by EG .
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The grammar is a mechanism for generating strings of terminals. Such string is generated by repeated
application of these operations:
– Replace expression e = e1 . . . en by sequence of expressions e1 , . . . , en .
– Replace expression e = e1 | . . . |en by one of the expressions e1 , . . . , en .
This is carried out until no more replacements are possible. The process is represented by a syntax
tree. It is an ordered tree where the nodes are expressions and the leaves are terminals. The branch(es)
emanating from node e represent replacement of e by one or more expressions.
The set of terminal strings generated from expression e by grammar G is called the language of e and
is denoted by LG (e).
Shown in Figure 1 are examples of two grammars and strings generated by them, together with their
syntax trees. (Capital letters are names, small letters are terminals, and Ab, EF, etc. are temporary
names for inner expressions.)
(a)

(b)

A → B a | a
B → A b | B b | b

E
F

→ E + F | F
→ F * a | a
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Syntax tree of ’a*a+a*a’

Syntax tree of ’abba’

Figure 1: Examples of left-recursive grammars
For expression e ∈ EG other than a terminal, deﬁne the relation −→ as follows:
firstG

– If e = e1 . . . en , e −→ e1 .
firstG
– If e = e1 | . . . | en , e −→ ei for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
firstG

Let −→ be the transitive closure of −→. Deﬁne expression e ∈ EG to be left-recursive, (shortly: recursive)
FirstG
to mean that e −→ e. Let R ⊆ EG be the set of all recursive expressions.
FirstG
FirstG
Deﬁne relation between recursive expressions e1 , e2 that holds if e1 −→ e2 −→ e1 . This is an equivalence relation that partitions R into equivalence classes. We call them recursion classes. The recursion
class of expression e is denoted by C(e).
FirstG

firstG

The grammar of example (a) above has {A,Ab,B,Ba,Bb} as the set of recursive expressions. They all
belong to the same class. Example (b) has two recursion classes: {E,E+F} and {F,F*a}.
In syntax tree, the leftmost path emanating from any expression is a chain of expressions connected
firstG
by −→. Suppose expression e1 and e2 belonging to the same recursion class C appear on the same
leftmost path. Any expression e between them must also belong to C, which follows from the fact that
FirstG
FirstG
FirstG
e1 −→ e −→ e2 −→ e1 . It means that all expressions from C appearing on the same leftmost path must
form an uninterrupted sequence. We call such sequence a recursion path of class C.
In example (a), there is one such path: the whole leftmost path without ﬁnal a. In example (b), we
have recursion path (E,E+F,E) of the class containing E and two paths (F,E*F,F) of the class containing F.
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Let e = e1 . . . en be on a recursion path. The next expression on the path must be e1 , and it must
FirstG
firstG
FirstG
belong to C(e), because e −→ e requires e −→ e1 −→ e. It follows that the last expression on a recursion
path must be e = e1 | . . . |en where at least one of ei is not a member of C(e).
The choice expression with alternatives outside its class C is called an exit of C, and these alternatives
are the seeds of C. In example (a), both A and B are exits, and the seeds are a and b. In example (b), E
is the exit of class {E,E+F} with seed F, and F is the exit of class {F,F*a} with seed a.
An expression that may appear as ﬁrst in recursion path of class C is an entry of that class. The class
in example (a) has entry A; the classes in example (b) have E respectively F as their entries.
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Recursive ascent

Parsing is the process of reconstructing the syntax tree for a given string. In recursive-descent parsing,
each expression has a procedure designed to consume the string generated by that expression. The
procedure for a terminal just consumes that terminal. The procedure for e1 . . . en calls in turn the
procedures for e1 , . . . , en . The procedure for e1 | . . . |en selects in some way one of the procedures for
e1 , . . . , en and calls it.
The parser explores the syntax tree top-down. The activated procedures correspond to nodes of the
syntax tree, and the calls made by them to the branches. Procedures that explore the leftmost path are
all applied to the same input. An attempt to explore a recursion path would mean procedures calling
themselves on the same input in an inﬁnite descent.
The avoid this, we suggest that procedure for e ∈ R encountered in recursive descent does not continue
the descent. Instead, it reconstructs the syntax tree bottom-up, by a process that we call ”recursive
ascent”. The recursion path starting with e ∈ C must end with a seed of C. The procedure for e
identiﬁes the seed and then grows the syntax tree like a plant towards e.
The process is illustrated on grammar (a) from Figure 1, for input ’abba’. It is the action of procedure
for A and its goal is to reconstruct syntax tree with root A.
1. The seeds of recursion class of A are a and b. We decide to try a. Apply procedure a to ’abba’. It
consumes ’a’, leaving ’bba’. Put a as start of the plant.
2. The only possible predecessor of a in the syntax tree is A. As a is an alternative of A, there is no need
to call the procedure A. It must consume ’a’. Add A on top of the plant. We have now a syntax
tree with root A, but decide to continue.
3. The only possible predecessor of A is Ab. We already know that procedure A consumed ’a’. Apply
procedure b to the remaining ’bba’. It consumes b, so Ab consumed ’ab’. Add Ab on top of the
plant.
4. The only possible predecessor of Ab is B. As Ab is an alternative of B, there is no need to call the
procedure B . It must consume ’ab’. Add B on top of the plant.
5. The possible predecessors of B are Ba and Bb. Decide to try Bb. We already know that B consumed
’ab’, leaving ’ba’. Apply procedure b to ’ba’. It consumes b, so Bb consumes ’abb’. Add Bb on
top of the plant.
6. The only possible predecessor of Bb is B. As Bb is an alternative of B, there is no need to call the
procedure B. It must consume ’abb’. Add B on top of the plant.
7. The possible predecessors of B are Ba and Bb. Decide to try Ba. We already know that B consumes
’abb’, leaving ’a’. Apply procedure a to ’a’. It consumes a, so Ba consumes ’abba’. Add Ba on
top of the plant.
8. The only possible predecessor of Ba is A. As Ba is an alternative of A, there is no need to call the
procedure A. It must consume ’abba’. Add A on top of the plant. We have a syntax tree with root
A and decide to stop.
(We made here ﬁve successful choices; the way of making them will be discussed later on.)
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The dual grammar

The process illustrated above can be represented as recursive descent for another grammar.
In the repetitive action of the ascent we ﬁrst complete processing of an expression R that was initiated
by the preceding step, and add R to the plant. Then we select a possible predecessor P of R and repeat
the same for P . Apart from growing the plant, this is exactly the recursive descent process for expression
$R → rest(R)pre(R).

(1)

Here rest(R) consists of procedures to be called after the ﬁrst one of R succeeded:
– rest(e1 . . . en ) = e2 . . . en ;
– rest(e1 | . . . |en ) = ε.
The pre(R) represents the choice of next procedure to call:
– pre(R) = $P1 | . . . |$Pn , or
– pre(R) = $P1 | . . . |$Pn | ε if R is the entry of C(R),
where Pi are all members of C(R) such that Pi −→ R.
firstG

We introduced above ”ε” for procedure that always succeeds without consuming anything. To simplify
the discussion, we assume that each recursion class has only one entry expression.
The procedure corresponding to (1) is referred to as ascent procedure. The whole process is started by
identifying the seed and exploring its predecessor. This is exactly the action of procedure for expression
E → S1 pre(S1 )| . . . |Sn pre(Sn )

(2)

where the Si are all the seeds of C(E).
The choice expressions in (1) and (2) describe the ﬁve decisions that were made in our example. The
choice between seeds a and b in step 1 implements the choice expression in (2). The decision whether to
continue with Ba or Bb in steps 5 and 7 implements the choice of $Pi in (1). The decision whether to end
the process after arriving at A in steps 2 and 8 implements the choice of ε in (1).
All ﬁve decisions in our example could be made by looking at the symbol ahead (including ”end of
input”), but we are going to use limited backtracking for the general case. Before proceeding to that, we
need to check some facts.
We are going to consider the ”dual grammar” D obtained by transforming the grammar G as follows:
– Assign names to all unnamed inner expressions.
– For each A ∈ R replace A → e by $A → rest(A)pre(A).
– For each entry E add E → S1 pre(S1 )| . . . |Sn pre(Sn ).
The dual grammars for our examples are shown in Figure 2.
(a)
A
$A
$Ba
$B
$Ab
$Bb

→
→
→
→
→
→

a
ε
b
ε
a
b

(b)

$A | b $B
($Ba | ε)
$B
($Ab | $Bb)
$A
$B

E
$E
$EF
F
$F
$Fa

→
→
→
→
→
→

F
ε
+
a
ε
*

$E
($EF | ε)
F $E
$F
($Fa | ε)
a $F

Figure 2: Dual grammars for examples from Figure 1.
The set of expressions of D is in the following denoted by ED . It consists of $-expressions and expressions that are ”the same” as in EG . The set of these ”common” expressions is in the following denoted
by EC . It consists of the set R of non-recursive expressions of G and the set A of entry expressions. The
expressions in A have the same name in the two grammars; the expressions in R are the same, but refer
to diﬀerent entry expressions using the same name. The meaning should hopefully be clear from the
context.
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Left recursion in dual grammar

The dual grammars in Figure 2 are obviously not left-recursive. But this is not necessarily the case. For
example, the dual grammar for A → A|a is:
A → a $A
$A → $A | ε
which is left-recursive.
firstD
To investigate left recursion in the dual grammar, we look at the relation −→:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

For
For
For
For
For

e = e1 . . . en ∈ R, e −→ e1 .
firstD
e = e1 | . . . |en ∈ R, e −→ ei for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
firstD
e ∈ A, e −→ S where S is a seed of C(e).
firstD
R = e1 . . . en ∈ R, $R −→ rest(R).
firstD
firstG
R = e1 | . . . |en ∈ R, $R −→ $P for each P −→ R.
firstD

As before, we deﬁne −→ as the transitive closure of −→; the dual grammar is left-recursive if e −→ e
for some e ∈ ED .
A cycle in the grammar is a sequence of choice expressions R1 , R2 , . . . , Rn with Rn = R1 where Ri has
Ri+1 as one of the alternatives for 1 ≤ i < n. The example above has cycle A, A.
FirstD

firstD

FirstD

Proposition 1. The dual grammar is left-recursive if and only if G contains a cycle.
Proof. (⇒ part:) Suppose G has a cycle R1 , . . . , Rn . Clearly, Ri −→ Ri+1 .
firstD
FirstD
According to (e), $Ri+1 −→ $Ri for 1 ≤ i < n. Thus $R1 −→ $R1 .
firstG

(⇐ part:) Suppose there exist expressions e1 , e2 , . . . , ek ∈ ED such that e1 −→ . . . −→ ek and ek = e1 .
Suppose e1 ∈ EC . If e1 ∈ R, then according to (a)-(b), e2 is one of the components of e1 ; and we have
firstG
e1 −→ e2 . It also belongs to EC .
FirstG
If e1 ∈ A, then according to (c), e2 is a seed S of class C(e1 ), so e1 −→ S. Again, it belongs to EC .
FirstG
In each case, e1 −→ e2 and e2 ∈ EC . This can be repeated for e2 , . . . ek−1 showing that all ei are in EC
FirstG
and ei −→ ei+1 for 1 ≤ i < k. The latter means that none of Ei can be in R. Suppose they are all in
FirstG
FirstG
A. According to (c), they must all be seeds, and so in particular e2 . But, from e1 −→ e2 −→ e1 follows
that e2 is both a seed and a member of C(e1 ), which contradicts the deﬁnition.
firstD
Hence, all ei must be expressions $Ri . But we have $Ri −→ $Ri+1 only if Ri is a choice expression.
firstG
We have then Ri+1 −→ Ri , which means Ri is one of the alternatives of Ri+1 . Thus, G contains cycle
Rk , Rk−1 , . . . , R1 .
firstD
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firstD

Equivalence

The next thing to check is whether the dual grammar deﬁnes the same language as the original one. We
understand it so that for each e ∈ EC , LD (e) = LG (e), with e interpreted according to its grammar. The
language LD (e) is deﬁned in the same way as LG (e), with the addition that ε is replaced by nothing.
We shall carry out the proof in terms of syntax trees. Figure 3 shows syntax trees for our examples
according to their dual grammars. We refer to them as D-syntax trees, while the original ones are Gsyntax trees. In the following, e▹G x will stand for G-syntax tree of x with root e, and e▹D x for similar
D-syntax tree. We write e▹ [e1 ▹ x1 + · · · + en ▹ xn ]x to represent syntax tree with root e and branches
e1 ▹ x1 , . . . , en ▹ xn , where x1 . . . xn = x.
Proposition 2. LD (e) = LG (e) for each e ∈ EC .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the height of syntax tree.
(Induction base:) Syntax tree of height 0 for a terminal a. It is identical for both grammars..
(Induction step:) Is handled by Lemmas 1 and 2 found in the Appendix. Assume that for each e▹G x
(respectively e▹D x) of height h ≥ 0 where e ∈ EC exists syntax tree e▹D x (respectively e▹G x). Lemma 1
(respectively Lemma 2) shows that the same holds for each e▹G x (respectively e▹D x) of height h + 1.
By induction, for each e▹G x where e ∈ EC exists e▹D x and vice-versa.
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Figure 3: D-syntax trees for examples from Figure 1 (ε-branches omitted)
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Dual grammar as PEG

We look now at the dual grammar as PEG. If the original grammar does not have cycles, D is not
left-recursive and, as shown in [6, 13], each of its expressions will terminate when applied to an arbitrary
input.
Because of limited backtracking, PEG may fail to explore some paths, and fail on input conforming
to the BNF understanding of the grammar. Still, the limited backtracking may be ”eﬃcient” in the
sense that it does not miss anything. According to [13], the backtracking is eﬃcient if for every choice
expression e = e1 | . . . |en ∈ ED holds
LD (ei )Σ∗ ∩ LD (ej )TailD (e) = ∅

(3)

where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, and TailD (e) is the set of strings that may follow the application of expression e.
The dual grammar has only two kinds choice expressions in addition to those in the original grammar,
namely those in (1) and (2). Because of the way the pre(R)-expressions are nested, the strings that may
follow these choice expressions are exactly those that may follow the original entry expression. Thus, the
TailD (E) in their condition (3) is for the expression E that started the ascent.
The diﬀerence between PEG and BNF is that choice expressions in PEG are ordered, and this can aﬀect
the validity of (3). The BNF choices can be freely reordered, which may help to satisfy (3). However,
the empty alternative present in pre(E) for entry E must be last, for otherwise it would block other
alternatives.
From the way the ascent procedures are nested follows that the only way for successful termination
is application of that empty alternative. In PEG this means that all the remaining alternatives failed.
In the example in Section 3, there would be another step failing to try the predecessor Ab of A. It is a
”greedy” behavior that stops when any further ascent fails.
One can easily see that (3) always holds if the grammar has the LL(1) property, which was discovered
in [11]. But, checking (3) in the general case is not simple because emptiness of intersection is undecidable
for context-free languages. In many practical cases, it can be done by inspection. Outlined in [14] is an
interactive tool that allows to successively replace elements of expressions in (3), to emulate the process
of generating LD (ei )Σ∗ and TailD (e). This often helps to decide whether or not these languages are
disjoint.
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Computing the Tail

In the preceding section, TailD (e) was deﬁned informally as the set of strings that may follow the
application of expression e ∈ ED . A precise deﬁnition requires that e is considered in a speciﬁc context.
The following applies to any BNF grammar, so we shall skip for the moment the subscripts G and D.
We assume that one expression, S, is designated as the start expression, and does not appear in any
other expression. The application of e is considered in the context of strings derived from S, that is, in
the syntax tree with root S. If the syntax tree s▹ w contains e, there exists a subtree e▹ y such that
w = xyz for some x, z ∈ Σ∗ . Tail(e) is deﬁned as the set of all strings z that can occur in such context.
For expression E containing e, deﬁne next(e, E), meaning ”next after e in E” as follows:
– For E = e1 . . . en and e = ei , next(e, e′ ) = ei+1 . . . en (with ε if i = n).
– For E = e1 | . . . |en , next(e, E) = ε.
Then introduce new expressions:
τ e → next(e, E1 ) τ E1 | . . . | next(e, Em ) τ Em for e ̸= S,

(4)

τ S → ⊢,

(5)

where E1 , . . . , Em are all expressions containing e, and ⊢ stands for ”end of input”.
Proposition 3. Tail(e) is the language generated by τ e.
Proof. (⇒ part) Suppose z ∈ Tail(e), that is, exists syntax tree S▹ xyz containing subtree e▹ y. There
is path e0 , . . . , en with e0 = e and en = S. Each of ei generates part zi of z. This part is generated by
branches of the tree ei ▹ xi yzi that belong to next(ei , ei+1 ). One can easily see that zi+1 . . . zn ∈ Tail(ei ).
We check by induction that τ ei generates Tail(ei ).
(⇐ part) Suppose exists τ e▹ z. Denote e = e0 . z must be generated from next(e0 , e1 ) τ e1 where e1
contains e0 , so z = z1 y1 where z1 is generated by next(e0 , e1 ) and y1 by τ e1 . This can be repeated to
ﬁnd that z = z1 z2 ...zi yi where zi is generated by next(ei−1 , ei ) and yi by τ ei where ei contains ei−1 .
This chain ends on en = S that is not contained in any expression. We have thus a syntax tree that
contains nested trees en , . . . , e0 of the form ei [· · · + ei−1 + . . . ]xn . . . x1 yz1 . . . zn from which it follows that
z1 . . . zn ∈ Tail(e0 ).
Take as an example grammar (b) from Figure 2 with E as starting expression. From (5) we have:
τ F → $E τ E | $E τ $EF
τE → ⊢
τ $EF → τ $E
τ $E → τ E | τ $EF
The only string the can be ﬁnitely generated by τ $E is ⊢, so after some replacements we have:
τF →

9

+ F $E ⊢ | ⊢ .

Practical Implementation

The described approach has been implemented in the author’s parser generator ”Mouse”, found in
https://sourceforge.net/projects/mousepeg. The theory presented here used some simplifying assumptions that do not apply to the implementation.
One such assumption is absence of empty word ε among the expressions of G (which was then added in
a limited way in D). Allowing ε means that the language of an expression may contain ε; the expression
firstG
is the said to be ”nullable”. The presence of nullable expressions complicates the deﬁnition of −→: for
firstG
e = e1 . . . en with nullable e1 , . . . , ei we have e −→ ei+1 .
The implementation in ”Mouse” allows nullable expressions, but keeps the restriction that the ﬁrst
expression in sequence e ∈ R is not nullable. Removing this restriction complicates the method in a way
not explored yet.
The second simplifying assumption is that each recursion class has only one entry. This is not the case
for many grammars. It is not feasible to have a separate set of ascent procedures for each entry. The
solution in ”Mouse” uses the fact that ascent processes are nested.
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Appendix

Lemma 1. Assume that for each e▹G x of height h ≥ 1 where e ∈ EC exists e▹D x. Then the same holds
for each e▹G x of height h + 1.
Proof. Suppose e ∈ EC and take any e▹G x of height h + 1.
(Case 1) e ∈ R. We have e▹G [e1 ▹G x1 + · · · + em ▹G xm ]x where m ≥ 1 depends on e. Each ei is in EC
and each ei ▹G xi has height h or less. As assumed, exists ei ▹D xi for i = 1, . . . , m. As e is the same in
both grammars, exists e▹D [e1 ▹D x1 + · · · + em ▹D xm ]x.
(Case 2) e ∈ A. The tree e▹G x has recursion path Rn −→ . . . −→ R1 −→ R0 where Rn = e and R0 is a
seed of C(e). We start by constructing rest(Ri )▹D ri for i = 1, . . . , n.
If Ri = e1 e2 . . . em , we have rest(Ri ) = e2 . . . em . Each of ej for j = 2, . . . , m is in EC , and has its tree
ej ▹G zj with height less than h. As assumed, there exists ej ▹D zj .
We construct rest(Ri )▹D [e2 ▹D z2 + · · · + em ▹D zm ]ri .
If Ri = e1 | . . . |em , we have rest(Ri ) = ε, so there exists rest(Ri )▹D ε.
firstG

firstG

firstG

We check now by induction that there exists $Ri ▹D xi for i = n, . . . , 1.
Induction base: For entry Rn we have $Rn = rest(Rn ) ε
so there exists $Rn ▹D [rest(Rn )▹D rn + ε▹D ε]xn .
Induction step: Assume there exists $Ri+1 ▹D xi+1 for n > i ≥ 1. As $Ri = rest(Ri ) $Ri+1 , there exists
$Ri ▹D [rest(Ri )▹D ri + $Ri+1 ▹D xi+1 ]xi .
By induction exists $R1 ▹D x1 .
In grammar D we have e = R0 $R1 . The seed R0 is in EC and has G-tree of height h or less, so, by
assumption, exists R0 ▹D x0 , and we have e▹D [R0 ▹D x0 + $R1 ▹D x1 ]x.
Lemma 2. Assume that for each e▹D x of height h ≥ 1 where e ∈ EC exists e▹G x. Then the same holds
for each e▹D x of height h + 1.
Proof. Suppose e ∈ EC and take any e▹D x of height h + 1.
(Case 1) e ∈ R.
We have e▹D [e1 ▹D x1 + · · · + em ▹D xm ]x where m ≥ 1 depends on e. Each ei is in EC and each ei ▹D xi
has height h or less. As assumed, exists ei ▹G xi for i = 1, . . . , m. As e is the same in both grammars,
exists e▹G [e1 ▹G x1 + · · · + em ▹G xm ]x.
(Case 2) e ∈ A. W have e = R0 $R1 .
Its D-tree is e▹D [R0 ▹D x0 + $R1 ▹D x1 ]x, where R0 is a seed of C(e). The seed belongs to EC and the tree
R0 ▹D x0 has height h or less, so, by assumption, exists R0 ▹G x0 .
firstG
The tree $R1 ▹D y1 consists of subtrees with roots $Ri for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. such that Ri −→ Ri−1 and Rn = e.
We check now by induction that there exists Ri ▹G xi for i = 1, . . . , n.
Induction base: Exists R0 ▹G x0 .
Induction step: Assume there exists tree Ri−1 ▹G xi−1 , where 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
firstG
If Ri = e1 | . . . |em , from Ri −→ Ri−1 follows that Ri−1 is one of ej . We construct Ri ▹G [Ri−1 ▹G xi−1 ]xi
where xi = xi−1 .
firstG
If Ri = e1 . . . em , from Ri −→ Ri−1 follows that Ri−1 = e1 and Ri = Ri−1 e2 . . . em . There exists tree
rest(Ri )▹D [e2 ▹D z2 + · · · + ▹D zm ]yi . Each of ej is in EC and each tree ej ▹D zj has height less than h.
By assumption, there exist e2 ▹G z2 , . . . , ▹G zm .
We construct Ri ▹G [Ri−1 ▹G xi−1 + e2 ▹G z2 + · · · + ▹G zm ]xi .
By induction exists Rn ▹G xn .
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